The classical perturbation theory for Hermitian matrix eigenvalue and singular value problems provides bounds on invariant subspace variations that are proportional to the reciprocals of absolute gaps between subsets of spectra or subsets of singular values. These bounds may be bad news for invariant subspaces corresponding to clustered eigenvalues or clustered singular values of much smaller magnitudes than the norms of matrices under considerations when some of these clustered eigenvalues or clustered singular values are perfectly relatively distinguishable from the rest. In this paper, we consider how eigenspaces of a Hermitian matrix A change when it is perturbed to e A = D AD and how singular values of a nonsquare matrix B change when it is perturbed to e B = D 1 BD 2 , where D, D 1 and D 2 are assumed to be close to identity matrices of suitable dimensions, or either D 1 or D 2 close to some unitary matrix. It is proved that under these kinds of perturbations, the change of invariant subspaces are proportional to the reciprocals of relative gaps between subsets of spectra or subsets of singular values. We h a v e been able to extend well-known Davis-Kahan sin theorems and Wedin sin theorems. As applications, we obtained bounds for perturbations of graded matrices.
proportional to the reciprocals of absolute gaps between subsets of spectra. This paper, however, will address the same question but under multiplicative perturbations: How close are the eigenspaces spanned b y U i and e U i under the assumption that e A = D AD for some D close to I? Our bounds suggest that the changes of invariant subspaces be proportional to the reciprocals of relative gaps between subsets of spectra. A similar question for singular value decompositions will be answered also. To be speci c, we will deal with perturbations of the following kinds:
Eigenvalue problems: 1. A and e GS for the graded case, where it is assumed that G and e G are nonsingular and often that S is a highly graded diagonal matrix this assumption is not necessary to our theorems.
These perturbations cover component-wise relative perturbations to entries of symmetric tridiagonal matrices with zero diagonal 4, 9 , entries of bidiagonal and biacyclic matrices 1, 3, 4 , and perturbations in graded nonnegative Hermitian matrices 5, 1 2 , in graded matrices of singular value problems 5, 1 2 and more 6 . Recently, Eisenstat and Ipsen 7, 1994 launched an attack t o w ards the above mentioned perturbations except graded cases. We will give a brief comparison among their results and ours.
This paper is organized as follows. We brie y review Davis-Kahan sin theorems for Hermitian matrices and their generalizations|Wedin sin theorems for singular value decompositions in x3. We present i n x 4.1 our sin theorems for eigenvalue problems for A and e A = D AD and for graded nonnegative Hermitian matrices. Theorems for singular value problems for B and e B = D 1 BD 2 and for graded matrices are given in x4.2. We discuss how to bound from below relative gaps, for example, between 1 and e 2 by relative gaps between 1 and 2 in x5. A word will be said in x6 regarding EisenstatIpsen's theorems in comparison with ours. Detailed proofs are postponed to xx7, 8, 9 , and 10. Finally in x11, we present our conclusions and outline further possible extensions to diagonalizable matrices.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we will be following notation we used in the rst part of this series Li 11 . Most frequently used are the two kinds of relative distances: p In this lemma, as well as many other places in the rest of this paper, we talk about the same" unitarily invariant norm jjj j j j that applies to matrices of di erent dimensions at the same time. Such applications of a unitarily invariant norm are understood in the following sense: First there is a unitarily invariant norm jjj j j jon C MN for su ciently large integers M and N; Then for a matrix X 2 C mn m M and N n, j jjXj j j is de ned by appending X with zero blocks to make i t M N and then taking the unitarily invariant norm of the enlarged matrix.
Taking X = U 1 and e X = e To be short, we h a v e shown that it is possible for our inequality 6.2 to be less sharp than 6.1 by a constant factor and in the case when these bounds are most likely to be used in estimating errors 6.2 is sharper. Another point w e like to make is that we had given up some sharpness for elegantness in the derivation of 6.2. Recall that we h a v e, besides 7.1, also X , , 1 , X j j j X j j j , X , , 1 j j j X j j j , k k 2 j j j X j j j k , , 1 k 2 j j j X j j j , j j j X j j j 1 + = 1 , + j j j X j j j ; and E, ,1 + F E, ,1 + j jjFjj j k k 2 j j j E j j j k , , 1 k 2 + j j j F j j j j j j E j j j 1 + + j j j F j j j 
The following inequality will be very useful in the rest of our proofs. Proof: For any unitary matrices P 2 U s and Q 2 U t , the substitutions P P; 1=2 P P 1=2 ; , Q ,Q; , 1=2 Q ,Q 1=2 ; X P XQ; and E P EQ leave the lemma unchanged, so we may assume without loss of generality that = diag! 1 ; ! 2 ; : : : ; ! s and , = diag 1 ; 2 ; : : : ; t . Write X = x ij , E = e ij . Entrywise, equation X , X, = 1 = 2 E , 1 = 2 reads ! i x ij , x ij j = p ! i e ij p j . As long as ! i 6 = j , x ij exists uniquely, and jx ij j 2 = je ij j 2 = ! i ; j j e ij j 2 = summing which o v er 1 i s and 1 j t leads to the desired inequality. k ,1 k ,1 2 + and k,k 2 ; then matrix equation X , X, = 1 = 2 E , 1 = 2 has a unique solution X 2 C st , and moreover j j jXj j j j j j E j j j = , where def = ; + .
Proof: The existence and uniqueness of X are easy to see because the conditions of this lemma imply T , = ;. T o bound j jjXj j j, w e present a proof for the case k k 2 and k, ,1 k ,1 2 + . A proof for the other case is analogous. Post-multiply equation X , X, = 1 = 2 E , 1 = 2 b y , , 1 to get X, ,1 , X = 1 = 2 E , , 1 = 2 :
Under the assumptions k k 2 and k, ,1 k ,1 2 + k , , 1 k 2 1 + , w e h a v e X , , 1 , X 1 , + j j j X j j j as in the proof of Lemma 7.2 and 1=2 E, ,1=2 k 1 = 2 k 2 j j j E j j j k , , 1 = 2 k 2 p j j j E j j j 1 p + : Y , ,1 , X j j jXj j j + , Y , ,1 j j j X j j j , k k 2 j j j Y j j j k , , 1 k 2 j j j X j j j , j j j Y j j j 1 + j j j X j j j , j j j X j j j 1 Inequality 4.8 is a consequence of 9.6, 9.7, 9.8 and 9.9. 
